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IM Physics
May 2010 Session

Examiners’ Report

Part 1: Statistical Information

Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the May 2010 session.

Table 1: Distribution of Grades awarded in May 2010

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 49 107 269 114 86 148 26 799
% of Total 6.13 13.39 33.67 14.27 10.76 18.52 3.25 100

Part 2: Comments regarding candidates’ performance

Section A

Qn 1 Most candidates did not draw all the forces required in part (a).  In most cases only the weight was 
drawn.  A number of candidates did not pay attention to show the forces acting from the centre of gravity.  
Moreover there were instances when the forces were drawn in the wrong direction.  Sometimes, candidates 
included the components of the forces, when these were not required.  A few candidates were also unsure 
of the names of the forces.  On the whole only a few candidates succeeded to give a complete and correct 
answer to this question.
In part (b), when calculating the acceleration, many candidates considered the component of the weight 
acting parallel to the slope but ignored the component of the force F.  A number simply used the given 60N 
force directly in the equation.  Very few candidates found the correct resultant force acting up the slope and 
thus could not calculate the correct value of the acceleration of the block.

Qn 2 In part (a), very few candidates knew the meaning of the term ‘impulse’ and incorrect units were 
quoted.  Many calculated either the momentum or the value of a force.  Some candidates who could use the
correct formula,’Impulse = force x time’, then used the given value of the mass in the equation, without 
converting this to Newtons.
In part (b), after writing the formula for the kinetic energy correctly, quite a good number of candidates did 
not square the numerical value of the velocity, through the calculation.  A good number also indicated that 
they believed that the initial kinetic energy of the ball was zero.
In part (c), many candidates quoted the correct formula in order to find the required force but a number of 
mistakes were made.  There were candidates who used the value of the velocity instead of the acceleration.  
Others used the value of the acceleration due to gravity.  Others found the acceleration using the equations 
of motion, interchanging the initial and the final velocities.  A considerable number of candidates could not 
convert the unit of time from millisecond (ms) to second (s). 

Qn 3 In part (a), the majority of the candidates gave correct answers to this question.  Some, however, 
made the mistake of using the given value of the circumference for the radius.
Part (b) was answered correctly by the majority of candidates.

Qn 4 Very few candidates succeeded to answer this question correctly.  Many indicated that they did not 
distinguish between flux and flux linkage, using the equation  = BA to find the flux linkage.  Moreover, 
quite a number of candidates had problems converting cm2 to m2.  A number of candidates indicated that 
they believed that for them, the word ‘coil’ referred necessarily to something circular, even if the question 
specified that it was a rectangular coil which was in use.  In part (b), only a few candidates knew which 
formula they had to use in order to calculate the average induced e.m.f.
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Qn5 In part (a), about half of the candidates knew that B was the weaker material and most of these 
gave valid reasons for their answers.  Others explained that material A was the weaker material providing 
incorrect reasons.
In part (b), while the area was correctly found, yet, a number of candidates did not change the unit MPa 
into Pa.  There were instances of incorrect copying of coordinates from the graph, and in most cases it was 
m2 which was quoted as the unit for the area.  Candidates did not realize that the area they were calculating 
was indicating another physical meaning.
Many could find Young Modulus from the gradient of the graph.  Some candidates did not convert the 
stress from MPa to Pa and sometimes even if the input of values in the calculation was correct, the final 
answer was not worked out correctly, showing that a number of candidates could not properly manage the 
use of their calculators.

Qn 6 In part (a), while many candidates could read the numerical value of the maximum current, yet, 
most quoted the unit as A and not mA. 
In part (b), almost half the candidates knew that the average was 0mA.  Many others thought that the 
average was half the maximum value for the current.  Others read a number of readings from the graph and 
found the average for these readings.  In the latter cases, the negative values on the graph were ignored.
Candidates who attempted to find the r.m.s. value usually gave the correct formula and inputted the correct 
values in the equation.  
In general, it can be stated that some students found this part question difficult to answer.  Many stated 
incorrectly, that the r.m.s. value of the current is used because it is more accurate than the average value.

Qn 7 In most cases answers to this question were incorrect or incomplete.  About half of the candidates 
succeeded to find the orbital speed of the satellite correctly.  Some knew the formula and inputted the 
correct values, but some did not change the unit of distance to metres.  Many candidates forgot to work out 
the square root in order to get a final answer.  Others did not use the correct equations.  Sometimes 
equations were even incorrectly copied from the given data sheet.
Many candidates did not write down the assumption required as part of the answer.

Qn 8 Almost half of the candidates managed to draw correct sketches of the graphs required.  Some 
other candidates had no idea of what to answer and tried to extrapolate the given graph.
Answers to part (b) were usually correct but the majority of candidates did not answer part (c) correctly.  
Many just divided the length of the rope by the distance between the 2 nodes, forgetting to add 1 to get the 
final answer.
Although many candidates tried to described a feature, which distinguishes a progressive wave from a 
stationary wave, yet there were a number of instances when candidates found difficulty expressing their 
answer clearly in English.

Qn 9 The majority of the students worked parts (a) and (b) correctly.  Difficulties were encountered in 
part (c) where many who got this part wrong used the equation K.E. = ½ mv2  to find the binding energy.  
Some candidates did not convert the energy from Joules to eV.  Others who tried to do the conversion made 
mistakes in the numerical calculations.

Qn 10 Many candidates knew the meaning of the word ‘monochromatic’.  
In part (b), many candidates explained that a bright fringe corresponds to constructive interference while a 
dark fringe corresponds to destructive interference.  Some, however, failed to mention that ‘interference’ 
was taking place, in their explanation for why the experiment proves the wavelike nature of light.  At times, 
some candidates just hinted at ‘superposition’.  
In part (c), many candidates who answered correctly to the first part of the question could still not give a 
valid explanation for their answer.  Very few candidates mentioned the need for coherent sources and that 
for this condition to be observed, light must be supplied from one source only.
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Section B

Qn 11 Only 2 candidates left this question out completely.  Some candidates filled in the missing values 
in the table using vulgar fractions rather than decimals.  This helped to create confusion for candidates 
when they came to plot the graph.  Common mistakes noted in graph plotting were those of using small and 
awkward scales.
It was very disappointing to find that the majority did not attempt the numerical part of the question were 
some calculations were requested.  Some tried to work out the gradient of the graph but were mixed up 
when they came to consider the order of the values.  Sometimes the units were not stated.
Many candidates could not write the given equation in terms of the general equation of a straight line.  This 
then created problems when it came to finding the value for µ.  On the other hand, most of those who 
quoted the unit for µ, did so correctly.
In part (d) some found difficulties in suggesting one valid precaution to make the experiment more reliable.

Section C

Qn 12 This question was attempted by about 25% of the candidates and very few candidates of those 
who attempted it managed to obtain a good mark.  In part (a), most candidates could not successfully 
convert the area from cm 2 to m 2 and showed that they were not familiar with the use of the nano Farad.  
As regards part (b), some candidates were able to correctly answer that the extended dielectric does not 
have an effect on the capacitance and also to correctly work out the new capacitance, but failed to correctly 
argue that the charge on the plates remains the same.  Hence, the change in voltage could not be worked out 
correctly.  
A major loss of marks was evidenced in part (c) of the question. It seems that very few candidates knew 
that the value of the current at a particular time can be worked out from a discharge curve by calculating 
the gradient at that point.  In the second section of part (c), many candidates did not realize that the value of 
the time constant could be found from the graph.

Qn 13 Almost half of the candidates chose this question but only the very few managed to obtain full 
marks from it.  In the first section of part (a) of the question, a large number of candidates managed to 
correctly work out the wavelength.  Others did not convert the energy from eV to Joules and when they 
tried to do it, they did so incorrectly.  In the second and third section of part (a), students performed well in 
their explanations.  
Many marks were, however, lost in part (b) of this question.  Although most candidates managed to work 
the first section correctly, they could not figure out the geometry to work out the angle of incidence of the 
ray of light on the base of the prism.  Some candidates could not work out the critical angle and only the 
candidates who knew what they were doing, managed to draw the ray of light as it emerges out of the 
prism.  In part b(v), very few were able to show that the emerging angle would be equal to the angle of 
incidence.  In the final section of this question, a number of candidates drew complex and incorrect ray 
diagrams.

Qn 14 This question was by far the most chosen by candidates, out of the four questions in Section C.  It 
was chosen by about 75% of the candidates but only a few answered correctly.  Part (a) was answered 
correctly by the majority of candidates. 
Part (b) was also answered correctly by most of the candidates although there were some that considered 
the initial velocity incorrectly at .  
In part (c), some candidates got mixed up when it came to using the equations for linear motion.  
In part (d), a number of candidates were unable to figure out the distance between the two cars and 
consequently could not determine the time it would take car B to catch up with car A.  Others worked out 
the distance correctly but did not manage to use the difference in speeds to come to a final correct answer.  
Those candidates who attempted part (d) correctly, generally managed to complete the rest of the question 
correctly.  
Part (e) was found relatively easy to tackle, while the same cannot be said for part (f).  Many were capable 
of answering the latter correctly, but others did not realize that the car separation started to decrease as soon 
as the speed of car B became just greater than the speed of car A. 
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Qn 15 This question was attempted by about half the candidates but once again, only a few indicated a 
good understanding of the topic.  Most candidates managed to complete part (a) correctly, but many got 
mixed up in part (b).  
In part (c) of the question, it was a common mistake to consider resistors A and B connected in parallel and 
as a separate section of the circuit from C and D, the latter of which being also considered in parallel.  

Some made the mistake of using the equation  to calculate the total resistance of 

the circuit.  

In part (d), candidates were not able to figure out that the p.d. between P and Q was the difference in the 
voltages across resistors C and D.  

In answering part (e) some candidates failed to see that altering the resistance in one parallel branch does 
not affect the current within another branch connected directly to the supply voltage.

Chairperson
Board of Examiners
July 2010
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Examiners’ Report


Part 1: Statistical Information


Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the May 2010 session.


Table 1: Distribution of Grades awarded in May 2010

		GRADE

		A

		B

		C

		D

		E

		F

		Abs

		Total



		Number

		49

		107

		269

		114

		86

		148

		26

		799



		% of Total

		6.13

		13.39

		33.67

		14.27

		10.76

		18.52

		3.25

		100





Part 2: Comments regarding candidates’ performance

Section A


Qn 1
Most candidates did not draw all the forces required in part (a).  In most cases only the weight was drawn.  A number of candidates did not pay attention to show the forces acting from the centre of gravity.  Moreover there were instances when the forces were drawn in the wrong direction.  Sometimes, candidates included the components of the forces, when these were not required.  A few candidates were also unsure of the names of the forces.  On the whole only a few candidates succeeded to give a complete and correct answer to this question.


In part (b), when calculating the acceleration, many candidates considered the component of the weight acting parallel to the slope but ignored the component of the force F.  A number simply used the given 60N force directly in the equation.  Very few candidates found the correct resultant force acting up the slope and thus could not calculate the correct value of the acceleration of the block.


Qn 2
In part (a), very few candidates knew the meaning of the term ‘impulse’ and incorrect units were quoted.  Many calculated either the momentum or the value of a force.  Some candidates who could use the correct formula,’Impulse = force x time’, then used the given value of the mass in the equation, without converting this to Newtons.


In part (b), after writing the formula for the kinetic energy correctly, quite a good number of candidates did not square the numerical value of the velocity, through the calculation.  A good number also indicated that they believed that the initial kinetic energy of the ball was zero.


In part (c), many candidates quoted the correct formula in order to find the required force but a number of mistakes were made.  There were candidates who used the value of the velocity instead of the acceleration.  Others used the value of the acceleration due to gravity.  Others found the acceleration using the equations of motion, interchanging the initial and the final velocities.  A considerable number of candidates could not convert the unit of time from millisecond (ms) to second (s). 


Qn 3
In part (a), the majority of the candidates gave correct answers to this question.  Some, however, made the mistake of using the given value of the circumference for the radius.


Part (b) was answered correctly by the majority of candidates.


Qn 4
Very few candidates succeeded to answer this question correctly.  Many indicated that they did not distinguish between flux and flux linkage, using the equation ( = BA to find the flux linkage.  Moreover, quite a number of candidates had problems converting cm2 to m2.  A number of candidates indicated that they believed that for them, the word ‘coil’ referred necessarily to something circular, even if the question specified that it was a rectangular coil which was in use.  In part (b), only a few candidates knew which formula they had to use in order to calculate the average induced e.m.f.


Qn5
In part (a), about half of the candidates knew that B was the weaker material and most of these gave valid reasons for their answers.  Others explained that material A was the weaker material providing incorrect reasons.


In part (b), while the area was correctly found, yet, a number of candidates did not change the unit MPa into Pa.  There were instances of incorrect copying of coordinates from the graph, and in most cases it was m2 which was quoted as the unit for the area.  Candidates did not realize that the area they were calculating was indicating another physical meaning.


Many could find Young Modulus from the gradient of the graph.  Some candidates did not convert the stress from MPa to Pa and sometimes even if the input of values in the calculation was correct, the final answer was not worked out correctly, showing that a number of candidates could not properly manage the use of their calculators.


Qn 6
In part (a), while many candidates could read the numerical value of the maximum current, yet, most quoted the unit as A and not mA. 


In part (b), almost half the candidates knew that the average was 0mA.  Many others thought that the average was half the maximum value for the current.  Others read a number of readings from the graph and found the average for these readings.  In the latter cases, the negative values on the graph were ignored.


Candidates who attempted to find the r.m.s. value usually gave the correct formula and inputted the correct values in the equation.  


In general, it can be stated that some students found this part question difficult to answer.  Many stated incorrectly, that the r.m.s. value of the current is used because it is more accurate than the average value.



Qn 7
In most cases answers to this question were incorrect or incomplete.  About half of the candidates succeeded to find the orbital speed of the satellite correctly.  Some knew the formula and inputted the correct values, but some did not change the unit of distance to metres.  Many candidates forgot to work out the square root in order to get a final answer.  Others did not use the correct equations.  Sometimes equations were even incorrectly copied from the given data sheet.


Many candidates did not write down the assumption required as part of the answer.


Qn 8
Almost half of the candidates managed to draw correct sketches of the graphs required.  Some other candidates had no idea of what to answer and tried to extrapolate the given graph.


Answers to part (b) were usually correct but the majority of candidates did not answer part (c) correctly.  Many just divided the length of the rope by the distance between the 2 nodes, forgetting to add 1 to get the final answer.


Although many candidates tried to described a feature, which distinguishes a progressive wave from a stationary wave, yet there were a number of instances when candidates found difficulty expressing their answer clearly in English.


Qn 9
The majority of the students worked parts (a) and (b) correctly.  Difficulties were encountered in part (c) where many who got this part wrong used the equation K.E. = ½ mv2  to find the binding energy.  Some candidates did not convert the energy from Joules to eV.  Others who tried to do the conversion made mistakes in the numerical calculations.


Qn 10
Many candidates knew the meaning of the word ‘monochromatic’.  


In part (b), many candidates explained that a bright fringe corresponds to constructive interference while a dark fringe corresponds to destructive interference.  Some, however, failed to mention that ‘interference’ was taking place, in their explanation for why the experiment proves the wavelike nature of light.  At times, some candidates just hinted at ‘superposition’.  


In part (c), many candidates who answered correctly to the first part of the question could still not give a valid explanation for their answer.  Very few candidates mentioned the need for coherent sources and that for this condition to be observed, light must be supplied from one source only.


Section B


Qn 11
Only 2 candidates left this question out completely.  Some candidates filled in the missing values in the table using vulgar fractions rather than decimals.  This helped to create confusion for candidates when they came to plot the graph.  Common mistakes noted in graph plotting were those of using small and awkward scales.


It was very disappointing to find that the majority did not attempt the numerical part of the question were some calculations were requested.  Some tried to work out the gradient of the graph but were mixed up when they came to consider the order of the values.  Sometimes the units were not stated.


Many candidates could not write the given equation in terms of the general equation of a straight line.  This then created problems when it came to finding the value for µ.  On the other hand, most of those who quoted the unit for µ, did so correctly.


In part (d) some found difficulties in suggesting one valid precaution to make the experiment more reliable.


Section C


Qn 12
This question was attempted by about 25% of the candidates and very few candidates of those who attempted it managed to obtain a good mark.  In part (a), most candidates could not successfully convert the area from cm 2 to m 2 and showed that they were not familiar with the use of the nano Farad.  


As regards part (b), some candidates were able to correctly answer that the extended dielectric does not have an effect on the capacitance and also to correctly work out the new capacitance, but failed to correctly argue that the charge on the plates remains the same.  Hence, the change in voltage could not be worked out correctly.  


A major loss of marks was evidenced in part (c) of the question. It seems that very few candidates knew that the value of the current at a particular time can be worked out from a discharge curve by calculating the gradient at that point.  In the second section of part (c), many candidates did not realize that the value of the time constant could be found from the graph.


Qn 13
Almost half of the candidates chose this question but only the very few managed to obtain full marks from it.  In the first section of part (a) of the question, a large number of candidates managed to correctly work out the wavelength.  Others did not convert the energy from eV to Joules and when they tried to do it, they did so incorrectly.  In the second and third section of part (a), students performed well in their explanations.  


Many marks were, however, lost in part (b) of this question.  Although most candidates managed to work the first section correctly, they could not figure out the geometry to work out the angle of incidence of the ray of light on the base of the prism.  Some candidates could not work out the critical angle and only the candidates who knew what they were doing, managed to draw the ray of light as it emerges out of the prism.  In part b(v), very few were able to show that the emerging angle would be equal to the angle of incidence.  In the final section of this question, a number of candidates drew complex and incorrect ray diagrams.


Qn 14
This question was by far the most chosen by candidates, out of the four questions in Section C.  It was chosen by about 75% of the candidates but only a few answered correctly.  Part (a) was answered correctly by the majority of candidates. 


Part (b) was also answered correctly by most of the candidates although there were some that considered the initial velocity incorrectly at .  


In part (c), some candidates got mixed up when it came to using the equations for linear motion.  


In part (d), a number of candidates were unable to figure out the distance between the two cars and consequently could not determine the time it would take car B to catch up with car A.  Others worked out the distance correctly but did not manage to use the difference in speeds to come to a final correct answer.  Those candidates who attempted part (d) correctly, generally managed to complete the rest of the question correctly.  


Part (e) was found relatively easy to tackle, while the same cannot be said for part (f).  Many were capable of answering the latter correctly, but others did not realize that the car separation started to decrease as soon as the speed of car B became just greater than the speed of car A. 


Qn 15
This question was attempted by about half the candidates but once again, only a few indicated a good understanding of the topic.  Most candidates managed to complete part (a) correctly, but many got mixed up in part (b).  


In part (c) of the question, it was a common mistake to consider resistors A and B connected in parallel and as a separate section of the circuit from C and D, the latter of which being also considered in parallel.  Some made the mistake of using the equation  to calculate the total resistance of the circuit.  

In part (d), candidates were not able to figure out that the p.d. between P and Q was the difference in the voltages across resistors C and D.  


In answering part (e) some candidates failed to see that altering the resistance in one parallel branch does not affect the current within another branch connected directly to the supply voltage.
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